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ABSTRACT

A simple, phenomenologically determined thermal conductivity model is sug-

gested which will suit for L-mode and H-mode confinement analysis for high auxil-

iary heatings. By assuming that the central conductivity is proportional to the cen-

tral temperature, the resultant energy confinement time will be automatically pro-

portional to PiOt~
in. The sawtooth effect, edge H-mode and central thermal barrier

situations are discussed. This model can be extended to discuss the D, T burning

process to greatly improve the usually used zero-dimensional POPCon analysis.

• The Subject Supported by Nuclear Science Foundation.
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INTRODUCTION

As a basic tool, tokamak transport analyses establish close relations between

experiment and theory. It also serves as physical projection to future projects like

the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)[1]. Many transport

codes have been used in different cases where concrete anomalous electron and ion

transport mechanisms are involved. However, there is no commonly recognized con-

ductivity model which can give basic confinement scaling and simultaneously ex-

hibits the experimentally observed feature of thermal conductivity. In L-mode dis-

charges,these conductivity are radial increasing functions. To describe these,recent-

ly, some models were suggested that Xi.t are proportional q or q2, q being the safety

factor1-2-1. One problem of this kind of relation is that the subsequent transport anal-

ysis will be closely related with the plasma current profile. In this paper, we extend

another treatment suggested by Uckan et al. ,[3] that the conductivity is a radially

increasing function with a multiplier factor determined by the corresponding con-

finement scaling. Besides, we consider the conductivity being a function of the cen-

tral temperature 7*0 to give the basic scaling with the total input power, i. e. , r£cc

Plot~
1/2. The value of the central conductivity will then be determined phenomeno-

logically by scaling laws. This value is adjusted by different assumed profiles about

the conductivity itself, the power deposition and the electron density as well as radi-

ation processes.

1 LOCAL TRANSPORT MODEL AND L-MODE SCALING

Consider the energy balance equations of the plasma. For simplicity and with-

out loss of generality, we assume

Xdl /V.I ^ ' A t T _ | / - T .

then the plasma energy transport equation becomes

;(3nT) = — zA ~1 * a u "T ' o h * r
OT r <"\ of

where the 'sub 'eff, is neglected.

To carry out analytical study as simple as possible, we further assume some

temperature-independent high power heatings which are much larger than the

Ohmic heating and the radiation loss term, so that equation (2) can be solved inde-

pendent of concrete current profiles. To consider the internal MHD activity by
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averaging physical quantities over the sawtooth period, we assume a very large ef-

fective thermal conductivity within the <7<C1 region. Then equation (2) is directly

integrated to give

T = To, r < rj

„ |dr"r"P.u

(3)

Let x—r/a, with a the effective minor radius of the plasma cross-section, and as-

sume profiles of the heating power density, the thermal conductivity, and the elec-

tron density as follows

(4)

n = nof(x)

the temperature profile (2) then reduces to

T(x) =7"0 x < Xi

x'f(x')gU')

) = \dx'x'h(x') (5)
0

Denote the integral part in equation ( 5 ) as «( xy, x) , we have for the temperature

within the <7<1 region

and

= 7'0(l - B ( x l t z ) / a ( i 1 ( l ] J = 7 > ( j r , l )

outside the q=\ surface.

Now we come to the most essential point of this paper. In order to compare to

the L-mode scaling like the ITER-89P one [1], i. e. , the inverse one half power de-

pendence of the global confinement time on the total input power,i. e. ,r£oc P t~
1/2 ,

where

Plol = 4^i?a2P0 / / ( l ) (7)

is the total input power, it is necessary to assume that the Xo is dependent of the

central temperature To
 [4]

Xo = XooT1 (8 )
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As we can see below, 5=1 will give the necessary dependence of the global confine-

ment time on the total heating power. This gives for the central temperature
T n r ( p I _ I 1 / v I 1/2 / Q \

In our notation, the global confinement time is defined as

zldxxn(x)T(x) X 0. 16
(10)

Using expressions obtained above, we have
r — - n n 1/2 y -1/2D -1/2
*£ ^£**'io A00 •* 0

1. 2
(11)

w here
x

= idx'x'fW)

(12)

To determine Xov> this result will be compared to the phenomenological ITER-89P

scaling [1]

r£iTER-89P = Q> 048/p085 < n >°-i#i-za°-3/&0-5A0-5#°-2Pra5 (13)

In order to compare our model with this scaling, we will use Eq. (7) for the total

heating power and replace the total current /p by

(14)

where qa is the safety factor at the edge. Then we have
l . O / J l . O 5 9 a - O . 8 5 ( ( j + ^ 2 j / 2 ) 0 .

0 . 0 4 8 X 5 0 8 5 X 2 0 l F c l ( l )

Then the equivalence of these two confinement times determines the L-mode con-

ductivity factor as

A00 — CX

O. l n 1. 7_ 0. 8

1 7 (16)

c - 1 39 X in* " t - * " 1

C z 1. 03 A. iU / / ( I )



This value of the central conductivity is essentially the largest admitted one

when the radiation loss, particle convection loss, etc. , are neglected. For practical

use, we should select value somewhat lower this ceiling one.

For H-mode confinement, an enhancement factor eh is usually introduced in

such a way that

r£
H = ehr£

L (17)

and we have

XooH = XooVeh2 (18)

Essentials of these expressions are twofold: firstly, the central conductivity depend

on the plasma and device parameters, secondly, they also depend on the profiles as-

sumed for the conductivity themselves rather strongly and on the density, the heat-

ing power less sensitively. The confinement improvement can be arrived in two

ways as well. One is the traditional H-mode which more improvement stems from

the edge conductivity decrease, the other is basically due to the improvement of the

central region. We will discuss them in the following sections.

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF L-MODE CONFINEMENT

The local thermal conductivity can not directly measured. It is generally in-

ferred from measured temperature profiles through comparing them to some trans-

port model. In such way, experiments in all tokamaks show that the effective con-

ductivity should be an increasing function of the minor radius. Without touching

concrete mechanisms inducing the anomalous thermal transport, we assume phe-

nomenologically that the conductivity function has the following form

g(x) = 1 + Xxx2 for xl<x<\ (19)

outside the q=l surface, (inside this surface, the conductivity is infinity).

The electron density profile function is assumed to be

fix) = 1 - anx
fi- (20)

As far as the input power profile, we consider two cases. The first is the on-axis

heating with

h(x) = 1 - apx
2 (21)

the other is the off-axis heating with

h(x) =c(x- x2) (22)

c will be determined by taking the same total input power as in the on-axis case.

For example, if we take ap = l , then c = 3.

An unique feature of high auxiliary heatings of L-mode confinement is that the
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confinement time is almost independent of the sawtooth activity. There is also no

obvious difference between the on-axis heating and the off-axis heating if the total

input power is equal. This phenomena is historically called the profile-consisten-

cy C4'5]. Now we come to these problems.

2- 1 Effects of sawtooth activity
In our notations, quantities « ( x M 1 ) , I(xlt 1) depend on the width of the

q = \ region, so that the central temperature To and the conductivity coefficient XOo

are the functions of this width. However, this dependence is very weak. This is be-

cause , in the one hand, the hottest part of plasma is enlarged by sawtooth effect,

on the other, the central temperature T o decreases slowly with the increase in the

width Xi. The relations of u{ xx, 1) ,I{xlf 1) versus xx are shown in Fig. 1. Cor-

respondingly, cx versus Xi is shown in Fig. 2. Then, by adjusting &o or cx, the inde-

pendence of i£ on x\ is kept.

0. 12 i 1 28

26 -

0 0. 05 0. 1 0. 15 0. 2 0. 25 0. 3 0. 35 0. 4 0. 45 0. 5

F i g . 1 u(xi, 1 ) , I{xi, 1) X 10 ve r sus

J i f o r 3fi = 1 0 , ffn = 0 . 9 , /3n = 2

0 0. 05 0. 1 0. 15 0. 2 0. 25 0. 3 0. 35 0. 4 0. 45 0. 5

Fig. 2 cx versus

2. 2 Effect of power deposition profile
We consider two cases of on-axis and off-axis heating deposition profiles with

same input power (Fig. 3). Normalized temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 4.
The difference is slight and the profile consistency approximately holds.

The confinement time is independent of these profiles by definition, (through
changing the conductivity coefficient &0- )
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Fig- 4 Normalized temperature profiles for

on-axis and off-axis heatings
Fig. 3 Examples of on-axis and off-axis

heating depositions

An example of assumed radiation profile

is aslo shown with j r = 5 . sjfe = 6 in Eq.

(24)

2- 3 Effect of radiation
So far, the tokamak discharges are more or less affected by radiation effects.

The total radiation power can account for 30 to 90 percent of the total input power.

Two cases should be distinguished. The first is the high or medium Z impurity

dominated discharges where the global heating and confinement is severely affect-

ed. This situation is generally considered as intolerable. The second is the light im-

purity dominated case where the major radiation power loss occurs near the edge

and resultant effect is twofold. It can limit the electron density by inducing disrup-

tions and lowering the heating efficiency on the one hand, on the other, it makes

the exhausted heat flow more uniform over the first wall or the divertor plate, a de-

sirable feature for reactor designs.

Usually, the radiation power function has a form of PT = tu 2-jnziL{rIeJ that is

not tractable analytically. Alternatively, we assume that this is a function of the

space variable and let
= %(x)

c'hXx') (23)
x

0

It can be shown that the corresponding L (7') , if we need, could be revealed. In



this way, the effect of radiation can be included in above analyses by replacing the

H(x) in u(xlf x) , / ( i , , x) by H(x) —HT (x). Only the light impurity case is

considered.

Assuming

HrU) = cT(x"+z/(sr + 2) - x*+2/(sk + 2 ) j (24)

The ratio of radiation power to the input power and the profile of radiation can be

adjusted by different choice of cr» sr, d,, sk.

One example of the radiation profile °-25

withc r =10, 5r=5t dr = l, 5^=6 is com-

pared to the input power profile: h (x) =

1—xz in Fig. 3. The inclusion of radiation

reduces the fraction of power loss through ~a

thermal conduction. This makes the reduc- *$

tions of the effective confinement time for

fixed thermal conductivity and the largest

admitted conductivity value for fixed con-

finement time. In Fig. 5, these are shown

through functions C£T cx versus cr.
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0. 1

0. 05 -

3 TRADITIONAL H-MODE
Fig. 5 cE. versus c,

There are great variety of improved

confinement modes. The earliest one found in ASDEX is mainly characterized by a

reduction of the thermal conductivity in the edge region. To describe this kind of

conductivity, we assume

gW) = 1 + Xix* - Xzx" for x, < x < 1 (25)

Besides, we also adjust the density profile to a more flattened one (with larger gra-

dient at the edge).

An example is shown in Figs. 6, 7.

This example shows that the sole reduction of conductivity near the edge can

only modestly improve the global confinement. The steeper density gradient (case

b) had little direct contribution to the improvement. However, the steeper gradient

could induce larger poloidal rotation of the plasma, then establishing deeper barrier

for the thermal conduction. In next section, we mainly consider the improvement

of the central conduction.
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Fig- 6 Typical H-mode conductivity pro-

file, it is compared to the L-mode

one

0. 2 -

Fig. 7 Temperature profiles for L-mode

and H-mode examples. (xt = 0. 3)

(a) g (x> = 1 + 10X', / (x) = 1 - 0 . 9x! i

(b) g (x> = l + 10x'-8x$, / (x) = 1 - 0 . 9x\

(c) g (x) = l + 10x ' -8x\ / (x) = 1 - 0 . 9x!,

£h = l. 475.

4 ADVANCED TOKAMAK SCENARIOS

Recently, the advanced tokamak scenario has attracted more attentions due to

worries about too high the cost of tokamak reactor based on the traditional con-

cept. We now consider this case to get some general conclusions for the central ther-

mal conductivity. Relatively small amount of plasma current with large fraction be-

ing bootstrap current is suggested,as well as suitable elongation of the plasma cross-

section. The following parameters are chosen as baseline:

5 = 6 T,R = 6 m,a = 2 m,k =1 .6 ,>1 = 2. 5(D,T 50 : 50 hybrid),

q = 4 , / = 8. 9 MA,n = 2.

In this case, the largest admitted central conductivity and the conductivity profile is

shown in Fig. 8 where an enhancement factor eh — 2 is assumed.

Very recently, it has been found that a regime with negative shear is very at-

tractive for ATS design '-6-1. Classical transports were observed in region where s =

r ~r-<0. We model this by letting
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XCx) = XoocgcU)

gcCx) = 1 for x <C xc (26)

— xr

where xc is the width of the negative shear region. If we assume Xw=0- 2 m2 /s,

then the resultant enhancement factor eH as a function of X\ is shown in Fig. 9.
1. 4

1.2

10 12 14 16 18 20

Fig- 8 *„<>" versus Xi for £h = 2

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Fig. 9 eh versus Xi for assumed ^00
C = 0. 2

m V s and xc = 0. 3

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have modeled the tokamak thermal conductivity with an increasing func-
tion of the minor radius. By assuming the central conductivity being proportional to
the central temperature, the confinement time then automatically obeys the r£oc
P,ot~1/E scaling. Combining our analysis with the ITER-89P scaling, the largest ad-
mitted central conductivity is estimated. Radiation effect seems relatively important
which reduces to some extend the admitted conductivity value. As a predictive cal-
culation for the reactor design, though this model still has uncertainties, it gives a
simple tool which should be better than usually used zero-dimensional POPCon
analysis.
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